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 ILAN
M
LANDSCAPE KIOSK
Available with four different touch-monitor sizes, Milan
is a superior solution for any facility that needs to
inform, direct or influence visitors. Like all of Olea’s
products, it testifies to what we mean by “Better kiosks
through intelligent design.”

BRINGING EXCELLENCE TO
THE GUEST EXPERIENCE

• Retail

• Advertising

• Wayfinding

• Virtual receptionist

• Interactive digital signage

• Product or facility information

• Product demonstrations

• Tradeshow presentation

• Loyalty programs

• Scheduling
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OLEA KIOSKS
Better Kiosks through Intelligent Design

Forty years and countless customers
later, Olea Kiosks has become the
one-stop-shop for high-quality, innovative
self-service solutions for Fortune 500
companies and smaller brands alike.
From QSR giants to the world’s leading
athletics company, Olea has worked
with the best brands in business.
We manufacture every one of our kiosks

SOME OF OUR SPECIALTIES

at Olea’s Los Angeles headquarters
while working with clients across the
globe to develop innovative solutions
that provide the best user-experiences

Healthcare. The medical profession is still a relative newcomer to

and deliver the highest ROI.

self-service. While some kiosks confuse size and cost for excellence,
Olea’s line of sleek, elegant and small-form-factor units make it
easy for facilities of all sizes and budgets to join the EHR revolution
and provide a best-in-class patient experience.
Foodservice. Competition among QSR and Fast Casual brands is
more fierce than ever, all while consumers are demanding more
menu choices and better ingredients. Olea’s kiosks—inside or at
the drive-thru—can increase ROI by driving increased throughput,
improving order accuracy and asking for the up-sell with every order.
Gaming. As casinos fight to prosper amid changing demographics
and player trends, they find themselves adopting new technologies,
and Olea Kiosks is leading them into the world of self-service. Our
technology helps build brand loyalty, expedite check-in/check-out,
bust queues, sell event tickets and more. No wonder casinos from
Las Vegas to Macau get their kiosks from us.
Custom. Olea Kiosks is known as the “go-to” company for beautifully
designed custom kiosks. With decades of experience on hundreds
of unique projects, placing over 10,000 specialty units in the market,
we feel confident saying we are the industry’s leading provider of
custom self-service solutions. To earn clients like Nike, Kaiser
Permanente and FedEx, you have to be the best.
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THE MILAN LANDSCAPE KIOSK
Sleek. Friendly. An interactive digital display that
will impress your guests as much as it helps them.

Make an impact with the Milan Landscape Kiosk.
This stunning pedestal-style kiosk was developed for
interactive digital signage applications, but due to its
incredible adaptability, the Milan is well-suited for a
number of other roles, such as wayfinding, product
information, tradeshow demos and more.
It features high-grade digital signage monitors built for
24/7, year-round operation. This kiosk can accommodate
virtually any single or multi-touch LCD monitor with the
option to orient it to portrait or landscape mode.
Because Milan accommodates larger monitors, it allows
deployers to install split-screen application functionality:
part of the screen can show images of a product, for
example, while another part can display a map to its
location in the store.
The Milan can be configured with multiple peripherals,
including thermal printers, media players, magnetic and
smart card readers, proximity sensors, web cams and
QR/barcode scanners.
The Milan. Performance on a pedestal.
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A CLOSER LOOK
AT MILAN LANDSCAPE

32” Display
31.5

46.00
ADA

45.16

40.02

32.05

42” Display
40.12

STANDARD
• 32”, 42”, 46” or 55” LCD
• Single or multi-touch technology

48.76
46.00
ADA

• Durable powder coat paint finish
• 16 gauge galvanized steel
• Dual security locks
• High-volume cooling fan
• ADA compliant

40.02

• Stereo speakers

32.05

46” Display

• Topple-resistant base plate with ability to bolt to ground

44.09

OPTIONAL
• Dell Optiplex Business Line PC
48.75

• Elo Integrated Computer Module
• Insert or swipe-style card reader

46.00
ADA

• Wi-Fi or cellular connection
• Web cam
• Barcode scanner (1D, 2D, PDF and QR)
• Label printer

32.05

40.02

• 80mm thermal printer (coupons/receipts)

55” Display

• 8.5” thermal printer (full page)

50.43

• Rear sign panel, with or without printed graphics
• Smaller bolt-down-only base plate

DIMENSIONS

52.51
46.00
ADA

• Depth: 32.05”
• Base plate: 40.02”w x 32.05”d
• Weight:
Milan 32” Landscape: 137lbs
Milan 42” Landscape: 148lbs

32.05

40.02

Milan 46” Landscape: 157lbs.
Milan 55” Landscape: 191lbs
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